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Abstract In the care of acute pancreatitis, a prompt search

for the etiologic condition of the disease should be con-

ducted. A differentiation of gallstone-induced acute pan-

creatitis should be given top priority in its etiologic diagnosis

because it is related to the decision of treatment policy.

Examinations necessary for diagnosing gallstone-induced

acute pancreatitis include blood tests and ultrasonography.

Early ERCP/ES should be performed in patients with

gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis if a complication of

cholangitis and a prolonged passage disorder of the biliary

tract are suspected. The treatment for bile duct stones with

the use of ERCP/ES alone is not recommended in cases of

gallstone-induced pancreatitis with gallbladder stones.

Cholecystectomy for gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis

should be performed using a laparoscopic procedure as the

first option as soon as the disease has subsided.

This article is based on the studies first reported in the JPN guidelines

for the management of acute pancreatitis. 3rd ed. JPN Guidelines

2010 (in Japanese). Tokyo: Kanehara; 2009.
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Introduction

Research on the pathophysiology of acute pancreatitis has

advanced dramatically during the last 20 years, and the

number of randomized controlled studies (RCTs) on severe

acute pancreatitis has steadily increased. The JPN guideline

for the management of acute pancreatitis was published in

Japanese on 2003, and in English on 2006, from the per-

spective of evidence-based clinical practice guidelines [1].

This paper incorporates the latest evidence, revises our

guideline in relation to gallstone pancreatitis and represents

the JPN Guidelines for the treatment of gallstone-induced

acute pancreatitis.

Text

Chief causes of gallstone-induced pancreatitis

Gallstone-induced pancreatitis is thought to occur

according to the following two mechanisms: (1) as a

result of incarceration of common bile duct stones into

the papilla (common pancreaticobiliary duct) followed by

outflow disorders of pancreatic juice; (2) inflammation

associated with cholangitis extending directly as far as the

pancreas.

Diagnosis of gallstone-induced pancreatitis

CQ1 Which examinations are necessary for diagnosing 
gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis?  

To begin with, blood tests and ultrasonography should be

conducted. (Recommendation A)

A diagnosis of gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis is made

when jaundice and elevated levels of ALP, cGTP and

transamylase are detected by blood tests and common bile

duct stones are visualized by (extracorporeal) ultrasonog-

raphy (ultrasonography henceforth).

However, ultrasonography is not always able to

visualize biliary stones in all cases. The ability of

ultrasonography to visualize common bile duct stones

decreases due to the presence of intestinal gas bubble

imaging in the acute phase of pancreatitis. Common bile

duct stones that induce acute pancreatitis are small sized,

so visualization of the common bile duct by ultraso-

nography becomes difficult. Furthermore, in some cases,

common bile duct stones are ‘passed stones’ that have

already been excreted from the papilla to the duodenum.

These considerations often make a diagnosis of gall-

stone-induced acute pancreatitis difficult. Therefore,

ultrasonography should be conducted repeatedly or

MRCP and EUS with higher sensitivity and specificity

should be performed if ultrasonography has failed to

visualize common bile duct stones, despite the presence

of jaundice and elevated levels of the enzymes in the

hepatobiliary system together with suspected gallstone-

induced acute pancreatitis. There are cases in which

ERCP is conducted on the assumption that endoscopic

papillary treatment is to be provided.

Hematological examinations

There is a high possibility that gallstone-induced acute

pancreatitis is present when the level of blood ALT is

over 150 IU/L (48–93% for sensitivity, 34–96% for

specificity, 1.4–12.0 for positive likelihood ratio and 1.8–

4.9 for negative likelihood ratio) (Level 1c–2b) [2, 3], or

when abnormal values were detected by blood tests in

more than 3 of the items including bilirubin, ALP, cGTP,

ALT, ALT/AST (85% for sensitivity, 69% for specificity,

2.7 for positive likelihood ratio, and 4.6 for negative

likelihood ratio) [4]. Combination of ultrasonography and

blood tests yields a sensitivity of 95–98%, specificity of

100%, positive likelihood ratio of ? and negative like-

lihood ratio of 20.0–50.0, which enables the etiologic

diagnosis of gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis (Level

2b) [4–6].

There is a report showing that blood trypsin-2-a1 anti-

trypsin complex/trypsinogen-1 ratio is useful in making the

etiologic diagnosis of gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis

because the level of blood trypsinogen increases specifi-

cally in blood trypsinogen-1 (Level 1b) [7].

Ultrasonography

As described above, in most cases, combination of ultra-

sonography with blood biochemical tests yields a sensi-

tivity of 95–98%, specificity of 100%, positive likelihood

ratio of ? and negative likelihood ratio of 20.0–50.0,

which enables the etiologic diagnosis of gallstone-induced

acute pancreatitis (Level 2b) [5, 6]. Furthermore, there is a

difference from report to report in the visualization rate of

common bile duct stones (20–90%) by ultrasonography, so

gallstone-induced pancreatitis should not be ruled out, even

if ultrasonography has failed to detect biliary stones and

bile duct dilatation (Level 1b–4) [8–10]. Therefore, ultra-

sonography should be performed repeatedly or MRCP

should be conducted when gallstone-induced pancreatitis is

suspected, even if the initial ultrasonography has failed to

visualize biliary stones.
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CT

Because CT cannot visualize biliary stones in many cases

(sensitivity of 40–53%), it is not suitable for diagnosing

gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis (Level 1b) [5, 10].

MRI/MRCP

Sensitivity in visualizing common bile duct stones is 20%

for CT and 40% for MRCP, but is 80% for MRI/MRCP;

for this reason there is an opinion that recommends MRI/

MRCP as a procedure for determining indications for

endoscopic papillary treatment (ERCP/ES) (Level 1b) [11].

Compared with ERCP, MRCP does not require manipula-

tion of the papilla, so that it is able to visualize common

bile duct stones in a relatively early phase of the disease

because it is a minimally invasive procedure without car-

rying the risk of worsening the condition of acute

pancreatitis.

EUS

EUS is superior to ultrasonography in terms of ability to

visualize common bile duct stones (Level 1b–2b) [8, 12,

13]. In cases in which ultrasonography has failed to iden-

tify the etiology, common bile duct stones can be visual-

ized in 59–78% of cases by performing EUS (Level 1b–3b)

[12, 14, 15]. ERCP and EUS have been considered to be

gold standards for making a detailed examination of biliary

stones. However, the biliary tract is not able to be visual-

ized by ERCP in some cases (14%) while detailed exam-

inations can be carried out by EUS in all the cases that are

involved (Level 1b) [16]. As mentioned above, ERCP

performed at the time of an attack of acute pancreatitis is

likely to further worsen inflammation.

ERCP

When jaundice and hepatic disorders are observed and the

presence of common bile duct stones is strongly suspected,

ERCP/ES should be performed on the assumption that

endoscopic treatment of gallstone-induced pancreatitis is to

be conducted. When ERCP/ES is not available, patients

should be transferred to a medical facility which is in a

position to perform it. There is also an opinion that rec-

ommends combined use of intraductal ultrasonography

(IDUS) with ERCP on the basis of data showing that the

rate of visualization of common bile duct stones is 95% for

ERCP and 95% for ERCP in combination with IDUS

(Level 1b) [10]. However, pancreaticography should be

avoided as far as conditions permit when ERCP/EC is

performed for gallstone-induced pancreatitis.

Treatment of biliary stones in gallstone-induced

pancreatitis

Endoscopic treatment

CQ2 Should early ERCP ES be performed in gallstone-
induced acute pancreatitis? 

Early ERCP 1 ES should be performed in gallstone-

induced acute pancreatitis when complications of cho-

langitis or prolonged passage disorder of the biliary tract

is suspected. (Recommendation B). Usefulness of early

ERCP 1 ES is not supported in cases that are different

from the above cases.

Of those patients in whom a diagnosis of gallstone-induced

acute pancreatitis has been made or acute pancreatitis is

suspected, ERCP with/without endoscopic sphincterotomy

(ERCP/ES) should be performed according to the present

knowledge in patients with complicated cholangitis and in

patients with recurrent jaundice or its aggravation along

with suspected prolongation of a passage disorder of the

biliary tract. It is considered that benefits of ERCP/ES are

particularly great in patients with severe acute pancreatitis.

An advanced medical facility where care of acute pancre-

atitis is provided should always be in a position to provide

ERCP/ES.

Meta-analysis

As far as an early ERCP/ES in acute pancreatitis is con-

cerned, 4 RCTs were performed until 1997 (Level 1b)

[17–20] (Table 1). Meta-analyses conducted by these

RCTs (Level 1a) [21–23] reported that the incidence and

mortality rates were favorable in an ERCP/ES group [21]

and the incidence of complications decreased significantly

only in severe cases after severity had been stratified (41.8

vs. 31.3%, P = 0.03) [22], a significant difference was

observed in the incidence of complications (57.1 vs. 18.2%

P = 0.001) [22] (OR = 0.27, 95% CI = 0.14–0.53) [23]

and the mortality rate (17.9 vs. 3.6%, P = 0.03) [22].

According to the conclusions obtained by recent meta-

analyses that paid attention to the sampling and end points

of cases involved [24–26], early ERCP/ES decreases the

incidence of complications only in severe cases but it has

no effect on the mortality rate (Level 1a) [24]. In gallstone-

induced acute pancreatitis without cholangitis, early ERCP/

ES does not decrease the incidence of complications or the

mortality rate irrespective of severity (Level 1a) [25], and

irrespective of severity, early ERCP/ES decreases the

incidence of local complications including infected pan-

creatic necrosis, pancreatic abscess and pancreatic pseud-

ocysts (Level 1b) [26].
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Recent RCTs

A small RCT (Level 2b) (Table 1) [27] conducted to

examine the incidence of complications, length of hospital

stay and medical costs by assigning patients to either a

group (n = 20) receiving ERCP/ES within 24 h following

hospitalization and a group (n = 25) receiving conservative

treatment found that the incidence of complications, as well

as a length of hospital stay and medical costs, decreased

significantly in severe cases in the ERCP/ES group.

According to an RCT (Level 2b) [28] that studied acute

pancreatitis of which the causes are not limited by

assigning patients either to a group that underwent EST

24 h after hospitalization or to a group that did not undergo

EST, the number of days required until the disappearance

of abdominal pain, the number of days for the amylase

level in blood and urine tests to return to normal and the

length of hospital stay were significantly shorter in the EST

group. The rate of disappearance of acutely collected fluid

and the rate of improvement detected by CT were also

significantly superior in the EST group. However, there are

no evaluations that separately confirmed the incidence and

mortality rate in terms of severity.

An RCT (Level 2b) [29] (Table 1) was conducted to

examine gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis accompany-

ing papillary obstruction in terms of the incidence of

complications associated with the timing of ERCP/ES.

Patients with a prolonged passage disorder of the biliary

tract were assigned either to a group that underwent ERCP/

ES within 24–48 h after onset of the disease or to a group

in which ERCP/ES was conducted when the passage dis-

order was found to have persisted for more than 48 h until

the 48 h of observation. The results show that no death

occurred in either group but that the incidence of early

complications was significantly lower in the early treat-

ment group (26 vs. 3%, P = 0.026) and the overall inci-

dence of the complications was lower (29 vs. 7%,

P = 0.043). The incidence of early and late complications

was significantly higher in cases where obstruction per-

sisted for more than 48 h, cholecystectomy was delayed

and the length of hospital stay was long.

An RCT (Level 1b) [30] (Table 1) was conducted in

patients who were hospitalized 48 h after onset of gall-

stone-induced acute pancreatitis not accompanied by cho-

langitis and who had, at the time of hospitalization, a bile

duct diameter of C8 mm and a blood bilirubin level of

C1.2 mg/dL. Patients were assigned either to a group of

patients who underwent ERCP/ES within 72 h following

hospitalization or to a group of patients who underwent

conservative treatment. The results failed to find a signif-

icant difference in the SOFA score (P = 0.87), the severity

detected by CT (P = 0.88), the incidence of localized

complications (6 vs. 6%, P = 0.99), the overall incidence

of complications (21 vs. 18%, P = 0.80) and the mortality

rate (6 vs. 2%, P = 1).

From these reports, ERCP/ES is expected to be useful in

cases with severe gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis

accompanied by a prolonged passage disorder of the bile

duct.

Alternative biliary drainage

Besides ERCP/ES, various types of procedures for biliary

drainage are employed widely in Japan. At present, there is

no report comparable to the above RCTs in terms of the

level of quality, although there is a study that asserts the

usefulness and safety of endoscopic nasobiliary drainage

(ENBD) as an emergency treatment for incarcerated bile

stones (Level 4) [31].

An RCT that compared the usefulness of ERCP/ES

conducted within 72 h after onset of gallstone-induced

severe acute pancreatitis and that of percutaneous tran-

shepatic gallbladder drainage (Level 1b) [32] suggested

that the success rate, incidence of complications and

mortality rate are similar in either procedure, and that

percutaneous transhepatic gallbladder drainage is useful as

an alternative procedure to biliary drainage in a community

in which endoscopic treatment is not available.

Safety of ERCP/ES

According to a recent national survey (Level 4) [33]

investigating incidental diseases related to gastrointestinal

endoscopy in Japan, the incidence of incidental diseases

detected by diagnostic ERCP and therapeutic ERCP was

0.202 and 0.717%, respectively, and the mortality rate was

0.0065 and 0.052% of the overall death rate.

The safety of ERCP/ES in an acute phase of pancreatitis

is asserted in a study comparing patients who underwent

early ERCP/ES (within 48 h after onset of the disease) and

patients who underwent elective ERCP/ES (Level 4) [34],

in reports of ERCP/ES performed within 24–72 h after

onset of the disease (Level 4) [35] and in a retrospective

study that investigated a large number of cases in the acute

phase of pancreatitis (Level 4) [36]. Also, the RCTs

mentioned already in this article (Level 1b) [17–20, 27–30,

32] have found that no complications occurred that were

associated with procedures and were direct causes of death

and that the risk associated with ERCP/ES conducted in the

early phase of pancreatitis cannot be regarded as being

particularly high. Advanced medical institutions with

experienced and appropriate specialists along with spe-

cialized facilities and staff are required so that they can

cope with emergency ERCP/ES and bleeding that may

follow. On the other hand, there is a trial that has studied

the usefulness of EUS prior to ERCP/ES, in which study
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ERCP/ES was conducted only when EUS indicated the

presence of common bile duct stones (Level 1b) [37]. This

trial is likely to contribute to a decrease in the potential risk

of this procedure.

Summary

According to the present knowledge, unlimited use of early

ERCP/ES is not supported. Its use should be limited to

patients with symptoms such as the occurrence of jaundice

or its prolongation that points to suspected passage disorder

of the biliary tract and patients with a complication of

cholangitis.

Surgical treatment after resolution of gallstone-induced

pancreatitis

Necessity of surgical treatment

CQ3 Is selection of ES alone possible instead of 
cholecystectomy to prevent gallstone-induced pancreatitis 
with gallbladder stones? 

When there is no special reason for not being able to

perform cholecystectomy, ERCP 1 ES alone is not rec-

ommended. (Recommendation D)

Some reports have discussed the adequacy of observing the

clinical course of gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis only

by ERCP/ES. Some studies (Level 4) [38, 39] that reported

on the observation of the clinical course of gallstone-

induced acute pancreatitis conducted by using ES alone

found no recurrence of pancreatitis during the 2–4 years of

observation in elderly patients and patients with a high

surgical risk, and claimed the usefulness of ES.

According to a prospective cohort study (n = 117,

Level 2b) [40] of gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis,

recurrent pancreatitis occurred in 2 cases of a group that

underwent cholecystectomy and in one case of a group that

underwent ERCP ? ES alone during the 3 years of

observation, and complications in the biliary system

occurred in 3.6 and 11.6%, respectively, showing that the

rate of occurrence was high in the ERCP ? ES alone

group, although the difference was not significant. Two

reports (Level 4) [41, 42] that prospectively observed

patients with gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis in whom

ERCP ? ES was performed alone found that recurrent

pancreatitis occurred only in 1.5% of the patients during

the 3–4 years of observation, but that some sorts of dis-

orders of the biliary system of unknown origin occurred in

33.0%, and 12.5% of patients underwent cholecystectomy

during the observation period. In both reports, many of the

patients of the ERCP ? ES alone group were composed of

those that avoided early cholecystectomy for the reason

that their surgical risk was high.

There are 3 RCTs of an ERCP ? ES alone group in

which indications were not limited to acute pancreatitis and

a group that underwent cholecystectomy. The first report

(Level 1b) [43] that concerns patients above 70 years of

age (an average of 80 years) found that pancreatitis did not

occur in either group during the 17 months of observation

but that disorders of the biliary system occurred in 21% of

the ERCP ? ES alone group and 6% of the cholecystec-

tomy group. The report concluded that cholecystectomy is

desirable for elderly patients. The second RCT (Level 1b)

[44] found that there was no occurrence of pancreatitis

during the 2 years of observation but that there was a high

rate of recurrence of symptoms associated with the biliary

system in the ERCP ? ES alone group (47 vs. 2%). The

last report (Level 1b) [45] concerns patients above 60 years

of age and shows that there was no occurrence of pancre-

atitis but that there was a high rate of recurrence of

symptoms associated with the biliary system in the

ERCP ? ES alone group (24 vs. 7%).

Under these conditions, it is thought that in the absence

of a special reason for not performing cholecystectomy,

observation by performing ERCP ? ES alone should be

refrained from in cases of gallstone-induced pancreatitis,

though the rate of recurrence is not said to be high.

Timing of cholecystectomy

CQ4 Which is the adequate timing for performing 
cholecystectomy in gallstone-induced pancreatitis? 

Cholecystectomy should be performed as soon as resolu-

tion of gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis has been

achieved. (Recommendation B)

Cholecystectomy has been the first option for gallstone-

induced pancreatitis for the reason that cholelithiasis is one

of the chief causes of acute pancreatitis. Acute pancreatitis

accompanying gallstones is considered to be an indication

for treatment of gallstones to prevent its recurrence. There

are some opinions concerning the timing of cholecystec-

tomy. One of them asserts that cholecystectomy should be

performed as soon as the disease has occurred, while

another opinion claims that it should be performed in an

elective fashion while waiting for the resolution of

inflammatory reaction. An RCT (Level 1b) [46] that sup-

ports early surgery found no difference in the incidence of

complications (8.3 vs. 10.3%) and the mortality rate (2.8

vs. 6.9%) between the two groups on the basis of the

comparison of the group that underwent early surgery

within 72 h following hospitalization (early surgery group)

and the group that underwent elective surgery after

3 months following hospitalization (elective surgery
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group), and concluded that surgery can be performed even

in the acute phase. On the other hand, an RCT (Level 1b)

[47] that supports elective surgery reports, on the basis of

comparison between an early surgery group that underwent

surgery within 48 h following hospitalization and a

delayed (elective) surgery group that underwent surgery

after 48 h following hospitalization, that both the incidence

of complications and the mortality rate were high (30.1 vs.

5.1% and 15.1 vs. 2.4%, respectively) in the early surgery

group. However, this conclusion is unacceptable because

outcomes of treatment are very poor in severe cases.

There is a recent report of a study concerning the benefit

of shortening the length of hospital stay in patients who

underwent laparoscopic cholecystectomy for gallstone-

induced mild pancreatitis (retrospective cohort study, Level

4) [48]. The study asserts the benefit of shortening the

length of hospital stay in the early surgery group (surgery is

conducted according to the policy that it is to be performed

if there is a tendency of improvement in abdominal ten-

derness and the amylase level, that is, surgery is conducted

after an average of 1.8 days following hospitalization) and

a benefit in the elective surgery group (surgery is con-

ducted after the blood amylase level has returned to nor-

mal, that is, after an average of 2.8 days following

hospitalization). On the other hand, there is another report

(retrospective cohort study, Level 4) [49] that asserts the

benefit associated with elective open laparoscopic chole-

cystectomy in terms of occurrence of moderate–severe

complications. At present, emergency or early ECP/ES is

recommended in indicated patients, so that necessity of

performing surgery in the acute phase has decreased

remarkably. (Refer to the previous section).

On the other hand, elective surgery has two options, that

is, surgery performed during the one-time hospitalization

period and surgery performed after waiting for another

hospitalization after having spent sufficient time for con-

valescence. Pancreatitis recurs in 32–31% of patients while

waiting for surgery (it occurs at the high rate within

6 weeks) (Level 4) [50–52]. In patients with gallstone-

induced mild pancreatitis not accompanied by complica-

tions, search for the biliary tract and cholecystectomy

should be conducted as soon as resolution of pancreatitis

has been achieved even if the disease is severe.

Techniques of cholecystectomy and procedures

for searching for the biliary tract

CQ5 Which operative techniques should be used for 
cholecystectomy after resolution of gallstone-induced 
pancreatitis has been achieved? 

Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is the first option. (Rec-

ommendation B)

Laparoscopic surgery has been introduced actively in

gallstone-induced acute pancreatitis. By totaling the data of

retrospective studies conducted to date (Level 1b–4) [53–

58], it was found that the rate of successful completion of

laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) was 94.5% (79–100%),

the incidence of complications was 5.5% (0–10%) and the

mortality rate was 0.4% (0–2.5%) (Table 2), showing that

this procedure is as successful as or more successful than

open surgery.

CQ6 Which procedures are adequate for the search for 
the biliary tract and treatment of common bile duct stones 
in patients who underwent laparoscopic cholecystectomy? 

According to present knowledge, selection of adequate

procedures is made at the discretion of operators.

Traditionally, laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) and

intraoperative cholangiography (IOC) plus incision of the

common bile duct performed when common bile duct

stones are detected have been standard procedures.

However, introduction of LC has given rise to multiple

options for the search for the biliary tract and treatment of

common bile duct stones. The following 4 procedures are

most representative. However, owing to the improvement

in the diagnostic ability of MRCP, invasive search for the

biliary tract such as ERCP and IOC is not always

required.

1. ERCP/ES is conducted prior to surgery, while LC is

performed after the diagnosis has been made and

common bile duct stones have been removed.

2. Instead of ERCP, LC is performed along with IOC.

When common bile duct stones are detected, LC is

changed to open cholecystectomy.

3. When common bile duct stones are detected by IOC,

LC is continued until its completion. ES is conducted

intraoperatively or postoperatively.

4. When common bile duct stones are detected by IOC,

lithotripsy through cystic-duct or with common bile

duct incision is performed in a laparoscopic fashion.

There is an opinion that the LC procedure should be

performed only when the presence of common bile duct

stones is suspected by blood and biochemical tests or when

common bile duct stones are observed (Level 1b) [58].

Furthermore, there are reports showing that the use of

ERCP is likely to be adequate because the positive rate of

common bile duct stones is high in the acute phase of

gallstone-induced pancreatitis and the negative rate of

common bile duct stones is low after remission of the dis-

ease has been achieved (Level 4) [59]. Also, the potential

risk of ERCP should be taken into consideration (Level 4)

[60]. An RCT (Level 1b) [58] that studied procedures and

postoperative ERCP ? ES for gallstone-induced acute
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pancreatitis (mild to moderate severity) asserts the superi-

ority of the LC procedure in terms of the length of hospital

stay and costs. A retrospective cohort study (Level 4) [61]

that examined 2 groups of patients with gallstone-induced

mild pancreatitis in whom LC was performed using the

technique within 2 weeks after onset and after 2 weeks

following onset found favorable results in both groups.

Laparoscopic treatment is very likely to become a stan-

dardized procedure along with the improvement in techni-

cal skill of operators as well as development of ideas. As for

selection of procedure 2–4 when common bile duct stones

have been detected by IOC, there is nothing for it but to rely

on operators’ skill. There is a high possibility that LC will

make remarkable progress and become a standardized

procedure (Level 4) [62]. Further collection of data is

required concerning the safety, invasiveness, rate of suc-

cessful execution and adequate selection of cases involved.
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